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COMPONENTS
•

Camera - EtherLynx Fusion, color, timer-enabled,
FLEX option for up to 2,700 pixels image height or
3,000 fps

•
•
•
•

The Lynx Road Cycling Silver Package boasts one of the
most powerful and versatile photo finish cameras available
today – the EtherLynx FUSION with FLEX option. The
Fusion’s user-adjustable resolution makes it perfect for
recording all type of cycling events, from crowded stage
races to Velodrome sprints. The Fusion’s ability to capture
rich, 2,700-pixel high, full color images means that no road is
too wide for a world-class Lynx system at your finish line.
And with a maximum resolution of 3,000 frames-per-second
(at 500 pixels), the Fusion camera with Flex option can
capture every crucial millisecond of high-velocity sprints.
In addition to the Fusion photo finish camera with Flex
rate/resolution and the ability to record images in full color
(2,000,000+ colors), the Road Cycling Silver Package also
includes all the necessary mounting hardware, cables,
software, and technical support. The Virtual Photo Eye and
Auto-Capture plug-in enhances the FinishLynx photo finish
operation by automatically recording each rider’s image for
evaluation – without the need for any operator to capture the
image: a patented feature that is unique to Lynx.

•
•
•
•

Color F-mount(Nikon compatible) through-thelens alignment viewer and remote iris control
Nikon-compatible 24-70 mm f/2.8 zoom lens

Super Head Clamp, Geared Mounting Head, and
Tripod for precision adjustment
All-inclusive Camera Cable set with Capture Button
and USB-to-Serial Converter
Virtual Photo Eye & Auto-Capture Plug-in
Custom carrying case
LynxPad – Meet management software
FinishLynx 32 – Multi-language* photo finish
software.

* See Website for current listing. FinishLynx available in English, Spanish, French,
Arabic, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese (Brazil), Russian, Swedish, Finnish,
Chinese (Simp.), Chinese (Trad.), Japanese

SILVER PACKAGE FEATURES
•
•
•
•

The Fusion camera provides full color images for easy
rider identification (2,000,000+ colors).
The Fusion camera with Flex option allows you to
adjust the optimal camera settings for any cycling event
Automatic capture software means that you will never
miss a rider in your photo finish images – if they cross
the finish line, their finish image will be recorded
automatically, without any operator intervention.
FinishLynx software is preconfigured to assist with
cycling specific functions like calculating pack leaders.

SILVER PACKAGE BENEFITS
The Silver Package combines FAT components that truly address the dynamic
nature of cycling. Because events can vary greatly in their speed, distance,
and format, it’s crucial to have a photo finish system that performs flawlessly
under any conditions. The heart of the Silver Package is its EtherLynx Fusion
camera complimented by the Flex option for unrivaled event adaptability.
This Flex option has proven successful in many events that require wide finish
lines and/or high-velocity FAT, including rowing, horse racing, and motor
sports. In a cycling application, it allows you to adjust your Fusion camera
settings based on the exact needs of your event – you’re in complete control.
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THE LYNX SILVER PACKAGE
Lynx photo finish packages add
unwavering reliability to an otherwise
unpredictable sport – that’s why our
systems have been used in almost
every major cycling event from the
US and Canadian Olympic Trials to
the Tour de France – as well as at
numerous high level UCI events
around the world.
The Fusion’s brilliant color images
allow for easy jersey and rider identification, no matter how crowded the pack. And with a maximum height of 2,700 pixels, even
the widest outdoor cycling finish lines can be captured with ease – at up to 1000fps with this maximum image height. Most
importantly, the FinishLynx software integrates these photo finish images with a wealth of rider information to provide key event
data in real-time. Add to these features the ability to transmit image data over a 100 megabit network, operate from a 12 volt
battery power source, and even take advantage of the option to upgrade to completely wireless operation, and it is easy to see
why the Fusion camera has become known as the most versatile photo finish camera ever produced.
Nothing you buy from Lynx will ever go to waste: the camera, software, and other accessories aren’t just key components for the
Cycling Bronze Package, but the entire line of Lynx photo finish technology. Should you ever decide to enhance your Silver
Package, you can upgrade your existing components, or simply add new features like cameras or wireless capability. The Silver
Package is a smart, long-term investment that will continue to benefit your cycling program for years to come. Join the growing
number of cycling organizations across the world that are making the switch to Lynx.
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